Summer 2020 edition

News from British
Girlguiding Overseas

Chief Commissioner Diane’s
Summer message
Hello everyone,
I hope that you are all
keeping well and will enjoy
reading this latest
newsletter.
This is the first newsletter
that our guiding sisters in
Branches have been involved
with and we are so pleased
that you have joined BGO. Welcome ! Our
newsletter is the time for us to celebrate
achievements and get up to date with
everything our guiding family has been doing
in the 48 countries where we have members.
It also gives us news of exciting forthcoming
events.
While lockdown may not exist in St Helena,
where they are still able to meet for weekly
meetings, and is easing in Europe and the
Falkland Islands, for our volunteers, girls and
young women in Asia, the other Branch
islands and in the Middle East and Africa,
lockdown still means living with various strict
measures in place. We know that in some
areas these restrictions will go on until the
beginning of 2021. During these difficult
times, our priority is to our families and
ourselves but if you feel able, sending the
girls activities and encouraging nudges about
looking at interest badges is a great way of
keeping them engaged. A lot of you have
been offering girls virtual meetings and
these are a super way of staying in touch
during these difficult times as well. Thank
you for doing what you can.
As you know there are a lot of activity
ideas on the Girlguiding website that you
can access and we have further ideas on
our BGO website. We’ve also produced a
Stay at Home challenge pack which has

been sent to all volunteers and parents of
girls and young members. We have had very
good interest in this challenge and over 30
members have already sent in their photos
and completed forms to me. We even have
units in the UK joining in now. I hope to
receive your completed form soon too.
Have you visited and tried out our BGO leader
Freya’s yoga and dance sessions on Youtube ?
There is a new one each week and I’m
practising ready for our final dance session at
the end of August when I hope to see you! If
you need the links to the dances so far please
find them later in this newsletter.
The end of the guiding year also signals the
movement of some of our volunteers as work
contracts end or as our girls and young
women change schools. It’s always an
emotional time when those we have become
very friendly with and guided with week in
and week out, move to pastures new but I
hope that those who are moving away from
BGO will keep in contact with those who are
left. Our Friends of BGO would love to hear
from anyone who is moving and can help you
settle in should you be moving to the UK, so
please don’t hesitate to get in contact with
them. You will find their contact details on
the BGO website.
In the next couple of weeks if you haven’t
already broken up, it will be the end of
school and the summer break will start. We

Welcome to our summer 2020 newsletter.
This is a very special edition celebrating news from
our new members in the Branches as well as long
standing members. It’s full of the amazing
activities BGO members have been doing during
lockdown and news from the BGO team.

can think of holidays and time-off from
guiding and I hope that wherever you are
spending the summer this year you will have
time to relax and recharge your batteries. It
has been a very different year from any that
BGO has experienced and I know that a lot of
you are feeling more tired this year than in
previous ones.
I’d like to leave you with a thought from
Jenny Han, an American author of young
adult and child fiction :
« Everything good, everything magical
happens between the months of June and
August »
This is what I hope your summer will be - full
of magical moments and good feelings.
Thank you for all that you have done,
continue to do and will do for the girls and
young women in your care.
Happy holidays everyone and see you in
September.
Best wishes

Diane
Guiding Development
Hello Everybody,
I hope that you and all your families are
staying safe and well and I am so delighted
to be able to say a special hello to all our
new members from Branches, albeit in
these very challenging times. It’s lovely to
have you with us as the newest additions
to the British Girlguiding Overseas family.
We were very fortunate that the BeNeLux
and France County Training weekend back
in March was able to go ahead and I want
to thank everyone involved in that event.
It’s been lovely to hear what a great time
was had!
We’re sad to have had to cancel our
planned summer trainings in the UK but
Diane and I are working to make sure that
we’re able to help you all access the
mandatory A Safe Space trainings which
are essential for guiding to continue in
2021, as soon as possible - so please do
complete the online levels 1 & 2 whenever
you feel able and we’ll be in touch

regarding levels 3 & 4 if your role requires
one or both of those trainings too.
If you would like to take part in any of the
HQ run webinar trainings, (other than A
Safe Space as that content does not have
our BGO adaptions included), please do go
ahead and book yourself on via GO. In fact,
Lynne, one of our BGO Trainers, may even
be delivering the session as she has been
very busy and doing a fantastic job as part
of HQ’s webinar Trainer team.
We’re also putting together our very first
Commissioner conference as an online
event and I’m looking forward to being
able to tell you all about that next time
around!
In the meantime, I hope you have a good
summer and that as restrictions ease you
are more able to do whatever you have
planned. I am endlessly amazed by the
time and the care you all give to guiding so
I think a rest is well deserved! Take care.

Hazel Plant
Outdoor Activities
I know that so many of you will have been so
disappointed not to be able to run your
planned outdoor activities due Covid-19.
However, many of you have found some really
creative ways to keep your girls busy whilst
not running face to face meetings and we
have also heard about some fabulous virtual
overnight events that have been taking place.
Thank you for keeping the Guiding adventure
alive for the girls at this difficult time and we
all look forward to a time when we can meet
up again across our BGO world.
Our plans are still going ahead for our event
Action 21 at Waddow from Sunday 25th July Friday 30th July, 2021.

There will be an exciting and varied
programme with adventurous and traditional
BGO activities, taking full advantage of the
site activities that Waddow has to offer, all in
a beautiful setting. There will be indoor and
outdoor accommodation options available, all
fully catered and with a full training
programme for adult leaders alongside the
event for the girls. Save the date in your
diary and watch out for more information
about the event in the coming months.
We hope to welcome as many of you as
possible to Action 21, for a fun-filled week of
adventure and friendship. You can take a
virtual look at what Waddow Hall has to offer
on
their
website:
https://
girlguidingactivitycentres.org.uk/centre/
waddow-hall/

Remember that if you need any support for
your future outdoor activities, we are here to
help you - your OAA in your local areas and
myself. Turn your thoughts to how you can
run outdoor and indoor adventures safely,
creatively and almost certainly differently
from things that have gone before. The girls
will be a great source of ideas for taking
adventure forward and I hope to hear about
your future events as the year progresses.
Take care and thank you once again for all
that you continue to do to offer adventure to
our girls.

Amanda Weldon

The Chief’s Stay at home challenge
Christelle from Sharjah Guides

Lucy, a lone Brownie from
Ankara

Gina from Grand Cayman doing
Yoga with Freya.

Rpsa and Leila, Brownies from
Bucharest and a code contribution
from leader Rachel!

Eimear, a Guide from
Brussels

Challenge record from Tassi,
a Rainbow from Dubai

Cori, a Brownie from
the Cayman Islands

Sarisha, a West Brunei Rainbow,
made her own dress from leaves!

Alexis from Akrotiri Guides,
Cyprus
Rainbow, Naomi from
Great Cayman

Around the World of BGO
We are delighted to have our first
contributions from the Branches, who we
welcome to British Girlguiding Overseas.

St Helena
We are very grateful that here in St Helena
we have remained Covid-19 free
throughout the duration of the pandemic,
and hope that due to our
almost total isolation with
only limited visits from the
re-supply ship at the
moment we will stay this
way!
Our members were thrilled
to find out that we have
been given permission to
restart our face-to-face
meetings again this week.

Jamestown Brownies had fun on their first
session back, completing the ‘Killing
Germs’ skills builder – a very topical
subject at the moment.
Longwood Brownies kept journals of their
activities while the unit was suspended
and were proud to show each other what
they had been up to. Good work girls!

Gibraltar
As one of the leaders for both Brownies
and Rainbows I immediately jumped into
action to take our meetings virtual.
Grateful to have access to technology that
allows us to do this; some of our units have
not required any suspension of sessions and
have even run additional sessions over
Easter at the request of the girls.

Campfire Sing-a-long,
where over 100 members
proudly wore their
uniforms and sang
together in front of their
home campfires – which
ranged from outdoor
fires, to lego versions and
crafted indoor lights.

Plans for the term went out the window
and it was time to get creative and even
more inventive in terms of how we
approached our ability to continue
presenting the Girlguiding programme to
our Rainbows and Brownies.
Facebook has become a fantastic resource
to reach out to other UK leaders and Lone
Guiders for support, inspiration and
adaption of unit activities for completion
at home. Keeping the Guiding Light shining
as always: thank you to every one of them!
Encouraging the girls, at least in my
experience, has been the easiest task of
all during this time. I can only praise and
thank the support of those parents/
guardians as well!

Maria Bocarisa
Cayman Islands
Camp at Home Challenge: All Members were
invited to set up camp in private gardens, or
somewhere fun inside, they
practised tying knots,
making bird feeders and star
gazers, learned how to pack
their camp bags efficiently
and fire safety, plus survival
skills. They were also invited
to join in the Virtual

Brownies have been learning about ocean
food webs. Two units met virtually with a
leader who works with the Guy Harvey Ocean
Foundation. They learned about ocean food
webs and created their own on coral reefs
and their inhabitants at home. They also
learned what happens when outside
influences impact pieces of the food web and
how tenuous environmental
balance can be.

Charlotte Lewis
Benelux and France County
The Hague
3rd The Hague Guides continued in spite of
the lockdown. We started a challenge
every week for the Guides and then we
switched to Zoom meetings which have
been very successful and which girls (and
leaders) enjoy very much. This week we
will be trying an Escape Room which one of

the older Guides put together for her Gold
Award challenge.
Some of the activities we have had over
the last 12 weeks include: an evening of
magic, Easter cake challenge, scavenger
hunt, quiz, binary bracelets, story
puppets. Two Guides have now completed
their Bronze Award.
As our Bank holiday unit
camp was cancelled we had a
Lockdown Camp at home
instead, with Guides sleeping
anywhere other than their
bed. The Guides were very
inventive in finding a fun
sleeping place including tents
in the garden or pitched on a
balcony, inner tent pitched
in the living room, or dens
somewhere in the house.
Camp challenges included
code breaking, building
mini rafts, cooking eggy
b r e a d ,
designing a camp gadget,
making a nature collage,
inventing a new product
which would be useful at
camp,
toasting
marshmallows friendship
bracelets, star gazing,
knotting, doing a good turn,
listening to nature, creating
a paper campfire, making a water still and
doing a litter sweep in a local park.

1st Paris Brownies
1st Paris Brownies have been meeting on a
weekly basis virtually since the beginning of
lockdown. The girls have become very
creative with their ideas and are always keen
to suggest next week’s agenda. So far, we
have decorated biscuits, made sock bunnies
and bookmarks, done a challenge ‘truth or
dare’ night and completed a skill builder over

several weeks. Next on the agenda – making a
cake in an orange peel. We even organised a
virtual sleepover where the girls could sleep
in a different part of their house or
apartment - in a tent or even on the floor.
They packed their overnight bags (teddies
were a must!)
told stories and
played bingo. The
next morning, we
did a relaxing
yoga session and
had breakfast
together. We (the leaders) are always amazed
at how tech-savvy the girls are – changing
their zoom backgrounds to the San Francisco
bridge or even outer space and adding emojis
to their screen names. It has been the
highlight of the week for all involved – girls,
leaders and parents alike! It’s great to see
their smiling faces on a weekly basis and
provide some ‘normality’ to an otherwise
unusual time.

2nd Brussels Guides
We have had successful fortnightly virtual
unit meetings since May. For the first one
they cooked
delicious food
from Cornish
pasties
to
cheesecake and
chocolate chip
cookies and
showed the food
at the meeting. They have also had a quiz and
a presentation from a
Guide working on her
Commonwealth
Award.
They had a virtual
award ceremony with
one Gold and two
B r o n z e Aw a r d s . A
Guide gave a talk on the history of Girlguiding
from the Crystal Palace rally and including
the development of guiding in Belgium. Along
with many other activities these virtual
meetings have been a great success.

Around the World of BGO
Europe County
Djursholm, Sweden
1st Djursholm Brownies and Rainbows have
been doing online meetings since March and
this week saw the last meetings for this
year. We were lucky to have our county
commissioner for Europe and the chief
commissioner for BGO
attend our Rainbow
meeting where we
presented Amelia with
her Guide Gold Award well done to our Rainbow
helper and lone Guide!!

Virginia has found out some
facts about Spain.
Sofia impressed us with
dance routines and baking.
Guide Eva
has been
making
food
for
her
Confectionery badge. It's
difficult to get
ingredients here, so it is
even more challenging.

Middle East and Africa County

In Brownies, we had 3
Brownie Gold Awards and
2 Bronze Awards. Rainbows had 1 Rainbow
Gold Award, 1 Silver and 2 Bronze! Fantastic
effort by everyone!
Both Brownies and Rainbows enjoyed making
cake in a mug during the last meetings too. It
was seriously yummy!

1st Muscat Guides, Oman

We've had a Virtual Sleepover where we
completed a few challenges from the Stay At
Home Challenge.

Oman District spent a lockdown evening
participating in a wide game within the safety
of home, based on a tropical Island
adventure. From building a shelter to sleep
in; making a paper cup because they forgot to
pack one; learning some tongue-twisters;
sketching the local ‘Oojamiwotsit’ bird;
pampering tired feet; building a survival raft
to escape in the morning; signalling for their
‘delivery’ supper and making armpit fudge!
What a busy evening they had! At the end
there was a short campfire with pre-recorded
songs from Units.

Bucharest, Romania
Bucharest Brownies are buzzing with
enthusiasm!
Rosa spent the weekend working
on Step 1 of her Space badge.
Besides watching Bob & Doug
take off to the ISS, stargazing &
reading space maps, she drew a
new constellation & named
it Tithonus after the Greek
mythology god of insects, as her
constellation looks like a bug.

1st Ras Al Hamra Brownies and 1st Muscat
Guides spent the day before lockdown in
Qurm Park. For Skills Builder Camp stage-3
badge, the girls took part in ‘Duty Charades’,
and learnt about knots, making a tripod to
support things
on. They built
different fires,
tested their
skills keeping
their bedroll
dry, and played
memory games. At the end we
toasted marshmallows over candles
and enjoyed smores before our
Promise ceremony.

Around the World of BGO
1st Sharjah
Brownie Emily and Rainbow Anaïs have been
doing a good turn. They have collected
clothes for the victims of a dreadful fire in
Sharjah. Anaïs delivered them as well as
masks and rubber gloves for charity Open
Arms to be given to men in labour camps.
Well done girls!

didn’t know! Oh and K is for kindness, that
activity made me feel really good.”
Malaysia Division Rangers have been doing
virtual meetings to play games and catch up.
We have had fun combining meetings with the
2nd KL Explorer Scouts and even a brave
fellow Ranger from Singapore to make things
more interesting. We played online games,
such a skirbbl, and in another meeting had a
drumming session run by Tim Scarbourgh from
the UK’s Rhthymcity.
Sue-Anne & Maya of 6th KL Rainbows have
achieved their Bronze award this term!!
That's pretty special!! Our first Bronze award
was given out in March to Victoria from 4th KL
Rainbows!!

Asia County
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia Division
Claire has collected some of the girls’
comments:
Izzy from 6th KL Rainbows drew what she
most liked about our online sessions ”BINGO!!”

6th KL took park in a fun Rainbow of Hope
Activity. All across the world, people have
been sharing and making rainbows for their
windows to symbolise hope during this
pandemic! We asked our 6th KL Rainbow unit
to draw a rainbow and stick it to the window
so others could see and share the hope!

Evie from 6th KL Brownies
said: ”My favourite
Brownies zoom call was
when we built dens and
decorated it in the theme
of a fairy tale. My sister
and I slept in it too.”
Grace from 6th KL
Brownies said: ”I loved
making mug cakes, they
were delicious, and the
drumming session was
brilliant.”
Olivia from 6th KL Guides
said: ” I love making the mug cake for sure!!!
We also started a Skill Builder where we were
the star of our own show and while my mum
(our Guide leader!) did too much talking, I
loved seeing what my friends liked and how
we’re all so connected without realising it
and we learned things about each other I

#EverythingWillBeFine #AndràTuttoBene
#SegalaGalanyaAkanBaik #TogetherWeCan
#Girlguiding #RainbowOfHope

Singapore District
Most of our Units have been able to operate
meetings by Zoom during the term. It has
been great for the girls to keep in touch with
their friends and they have enjoyed their
meetings whether it be completing UMA, skill
builders, just chatting or introducing
everyone to their toys and pets. Feedback
from our Ranger Unit was the meetings
actually worked a little better by Zoom as
fewer distractions and the girls were already
at home and relaxed. Thank you to all our
Leaders for continuing to guide during this
difficult time.
Our Rainbow units held a Zoom sleepover
which a young leader Ella has written about.
The BGO Rainbows in Singapore had their
first taste of a sleepover in May, albeit a
virtual one! Their usual visit to Brownie camp
couldn’t happen this year due to coronavirus,
and so we decided to get together for some
virtual fun instead! 3 Rainbow units from
Tanglin Trust School and Dulwich College
Singapore united on a Zoom call to celebrate
their first guiding
sleepover together
and it was a huge
success! Before the
session, 30 girls
built their very own
dens to spend the
duration of the
sleepover in and
they were amazingly
creative
and
comfortable looking!
Activities included a
scavenger hunt, an
active story, craft
activities and even a traditional favourite –
roasting marshmallows! All of the Rainbows
and leaders dined on pizza together from all
corners of Singapore. It served as a reminder
of how we are all in this together, and in
spite of physical meetings not being able to
happen, we can still all come together for
some fun! The highlight for the Rainbows was
using tea lights as their own personal mini
fires, to toast some marshmallows on a
skewer. Towards the end of the call on

Saturday, most of the girls had become quite
sleepy and fell asleep in their dens.
But the fun wasn’t over just yet!
The next morning, we rose bright
and early and all ate breakfast
together. One of the craft activities
was for the girls to design a badge
for the sleepover to serve as a
reminder of all the fun we had! The designs
were all so lovely and it was hard to pick a
final winner. But our District Commissioner,
Anita, managed to select one when she
joined us on Sunday morning. Our sleepover
concluded with an invigorating round of
Thunderation! A fabulous time was had by
all!
Singapore District says farewell to Julie Clark
this summer.
Julie started running 1st
Singapore Wessex Brownies in June 2000 and
has also been involved in Rainbows, Guides,
currently assists in running Rangers as well as
Brown Owl for Monday Brownies. Julie has
held the role of D.C. and is our LQ Coordinator.
Julie, Thank You, Thank You,
Thank You very much for your years of
dedication and support. We shall miss you.

Calling all 18-30!
Brooke the BGO 18-30
coordinator has great plans
for bringing the new 18-30 offer to
BGO.
You can find out more on Facebook
and now on Instagram.
Just search for BGO18-30
You can also get in touch with Brooke
directly by emailing
BGO18-30@british-girlgudingoverseas.org.uk
She’s working very hard with HQ to
get the group going and would love to
hear from you.

Around the World of BGO
Archives
Marion Wynn has found this very timely article in a 1991 edition of Guiding Magazine.

Trefoil Guilds in Foreign Countries
Members of TGIFC were all disappointed this
year to hear that the National AGM, due to be
held in Southend, had to be cancelled. Even
those members who live far away like to hear
about the AGM and each year members from
different Guilds around the globe join us and
exchange news from their different
countries.
Girlguiding Branches having joined BGO
means that there is more opportunity to start
a Guild in your country. We already have
Bermuda, Gibraltar and St Helena in TGIFC
and hopefully we will be welcoming Guilds in
a variety of other places such as Grenada,
Barbados, Antigua, St Lucia and British Virgin
Islands. I have contacted Girlguiding
colleagues in these countries and would like
to hear also from other places: the Falklands,
the Cayman Islands and Turks and Caicos.
Who is ready to form a Trefoil Guild and give
adults the same opportunities as the girls?
You can email me so we can start talking
about a new adventure for your over 18 year
olds.
I’m looking forward to hearing from you. In
the meantime have a look at the TGIFC page
on the Trefoil Guild Website.
https://
www.trefoilguild.co.uk/TREFOIL-GUILD-INFOREIGN-COUNTRIES

Glen Aston
Friends of BGO
Dear Friends,
My how time flies when you are in Lockdown.
I am pleased to report that the Friends of
BGO have continued to support our Guides
overseas wherever they may be.
A huge
welcome to Branch Associations and pleased
that Jane Sheridan
Turks & Caicos
our Secretary has
good links with them.
Thanks to her
working in Guide
Headquarters and
then visiting has
given us a good start
to build a good working relationship. We are

looking forward to
supporting them.

British Virgin Islands

We were all so
disappointed in
having to cancel our
AGM in Bruges in
early
April.
Subsequently we had
our AGM in a very
different way. We started with a Skype
Committee Meeting and from that meeting
the points we wanted opinions on were put
forward to all those due to attend the AGM.
Then we finally sent out these completed
minutes to all members. It was not the same
as meeting everyone and we are looking
forward, (and hope), to meet in Cambridge
next March for our 2021 AGM. Fingers
crossed.
We have found the Lockdown Newsletters an
excellent way in keeping us informed of what
was going on within the units. Thank you for
those. I know that our members enjoy reading
these and I receive several letters and e mails
telling me how much it means to them to
receive them.
Looking forward to remind you all that we are
still here and waiting to hear from you for
any requests for financial support. Perhaps
you may think about joining our 100 Club
purchasing our Friends Badge or our notelets.
We wish you all well and look forward to us
all getting our lives back to some form of
normality. My experience as a Guide leader
and having meetings via Zoom is not the same
as getting together as a group and enjoy our
guiding. We long for the day when we can
meet up again as a unit rather than virtually.

STOP PRESS
Have you seen the vacancies for BGO
Advisers? We are looking for new
International, Outdoor Activities, Inclusion
and Queen’s Guide Advisers. We will also
appoint a new young person
representative for the Exec.
Make sure you look on the website now!
Want to learn Zumba with Freya? Still
available are Video 3: https://youtu.be/bx-k7J7JZ6E
Video 4: https://youtu.be/P88O1IfZbO4
Video 5: https://youtu.be/OrI4zSniaZM

Who’s Who at British Girlguiding Overseas

Chief Commissioner
Deputy Chief Commissioner

Diane Thomas
Hazel Plant

chief@british-girlguiding-overseas.org.uk
gdev@british-girlguiding-overseas.org.uk

British Girlguiding Overseas Advisers
Financial
Alison Thomas
finance@british-girlguiding-overseas.org.uk
Guiding Development
Hazel Plant
gdev@british-girlguiding-overseas.org.uk
Growing Guiding
Lynne Armitage
lynnebgo@gmail.com
Lones’ Commissioner
Fiona Howells
bgolones@british-girlguiding-overseas.org.uk
Outdoor activities
Amanda Weldon
oaabgo@british-girlguiding-overseas.org.uk
Marketing and Communications
Jill Heyes
jillpr@british-girlguiding-overseas.org.uk
Senior Section and International Caroline Coleman internationaladviserbgo@gmail.com
Youth Member of Executive
Monique Eaton
bgoyouthrepresentative@gmail.com
Queen’s Guide Coordinator
Bethan Howells
bgoqueensguideadvisor@gmail.com
Peer Education
Emma Plant
peereducation@british-girlguiding-overseas.org.uk
Awards Committee Chair
Adele Steel
awards@british-girlguiding-overseas.org.uk
Europe Administrator and
LQ coordinator
Pam Keay
pamkeay@hotmail.com
Middle East and Africa Administrator and
LQ coordinator
Mary Dunn
middlee.africa@gmail.com
Far East Administrator and
LQ coordinator
Laura Pollock
bgoinfareast@gmail.com
Archivist
Glen Aston
glenarchives@british-girlguiding-overseas.org.uk
Friends of BGO Chair
Christine Glover
friendsbgo@gmail.com
Welcome coordinator
Anne Brien
keepintouchbgo@gmail.com
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